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Abstract—The Advanced Tokamak capability of the FIRE
burning plasma experiment is examined with 0D systems
analysis, equilibrium and ideal MHD stability, RF current drive
analysis, and full discharge dynamic simulations.  These
analyses have identified the required parameters for attractive
burning AT plasmas, and indicate that these are feasible within
the engineering constraints of the device.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Fusion Ignition Research Experiment (FIRE) is a high
field compact tokamak burning plasma experiment, utilizing
copper TF and PF coils.  The project is examining the
advanced tokamak (AT) capability of the device.  The AT is
envisioned as a sequence of configurations with progressively
higher βN, higher bootstrap/noninductive current fraction, for
extended pulse lengths, and with more sophisticated plasma
control.  In order to obtain extended pulse lengths the toroidal
field is lowered to the range of 6.5-7.0 T, although the fusion
power remains similar to the reference H-mode operating
point, so that nuclear heating limits the flattop time to 31 s at
150 MW of fusion power.  Increasing βN requires first
stabilizing the neoclassical tearing modes, allowing access
to βN above 1.5-2.5.  Stabilization of  the n=1 resistive wall
mode allows access to βN values about  4.3-5.5.  The n>2
resistive wall modes might limit access to the high n=1 β-
limit to values about 3.7-5.0.  The bootstrap or noninductive
current fraction is increased by raising the βN, using external
current drive sources (ICRF/FW, LHCD), and control of the
density and temperature profiles.  The control of temperature
and density profiles inside the plasma is directly tied to
research on internal transport barriers (ITB), and is an active
area for tokamak theory and experiments.

The primary focus of AT scenarios for FIRE are quasi-
stationary burning plasmas.  The plasma current is to be
driven noninductively in flattop, although inductive drive is
used in conjunction with noninductive current drive during the
rampup.  The plasma safety factor is required to be quasi-
stationary for the flattop phase, and held by the combination
of bootstrap current, and lower hybrid and fast wave current
drive sources.  The flattop times obtained by lowering the
toroidal field are typically 2-5 times the current diffusion time
in these plasmas.  Since these are burning plasmas, the target
is fusion gains (Q=Pfus/Paux) ≥ 5.

II. SYSTEMS ANALYSIS OF ADVANCED TOKAMAK
PLASMAS

A zero-dimensional systems code was developed for use in the
FIRE study.  The analysis used for AT operating point

calculations incorporates the plasma power and particle
balance, plasma flux consumption, in addition to several other
global parameter relations.  In particular, the ITER98(y,2)
scaling is assumed for the global energy confinement time.
For the present application to AT plasmas, the major and
minor radius, and elongation, triangularity and aspect ratio are
fixed.  These have been set by the reference ELMy H-mode
inductively driven design point; R=2.14 m, a=0.595 m,
κ(Xpt)=2.0, δ(Xpt)=0.7, A=3.6.  An expression for the
bootstrap current fraction is included and the current drive
power is given by Pcd = [nRIp(1-fbs)]/ηcd.  The on-axis
current drive is fixed at 200 kA from ICRF/FW, so that LH
must make up any current not driven by the bootstrap effect.
The current drive efficiency used in these scans is ηcd = 0.2
and 0.16 A/W-m2 for ICRF/FW and LH, respectively, and is
based on detailed LH and ICRF/FW analysis for FIRE. A
large number of plasma configurations are generated by
varying the toroidal field (from 6.5-8.5 T), q95 (from 3.1-5.0),
peak to average density (from 1.25 to 2.0), βN (from 2.5-5.0),
density divided by Greenwald density n/nGr (from 0.45-1.0),
and impurity content composed of Be and Ar.  Here the
Greenwald density is defined as nGr = Ip/πa^2  The acceptable
solutions are constrained to have a given Q value, the external
current drive power must be less than the total auxiliary power
injected into the plasma, the first wall surface heat flux is
limited to less than 1.0 MW/m2 with a peaking factor of 2,
the total particle power to the divertor must be less than 28
MW, and the radiated plus particle heat load to the divertor
and baffle must be less than 6-8 MW/m2.

FIGURE 1.  The fusion power versus the required H98 confinement
multiplier  for plasmas at Bt = 6.5 T , βN = 3.5-4.5, and Q=5.  The power
radiated in the divertor is less than 70% of the power that enters the SOL.
The number of current diffusion times accessible are displayed.
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Shown in Figure 1 is the fusion power as a function of the
H98 factor,  for BT = 6.5 T, βN = 3.5-4.5, and Q=5.  The
available operating space is inside the curves, and they show
the number of current diffusion times in the flattop and
different βN values.  From these curves the required
confinement time multiplier increases as we approach more
current diffusion times in the flattop or higher βN’s.  The
curves with the lowest confinement multipliers are at the
highest densities and most peaked density profiles.  Another
critical parameter for these AT plasmas is the fraction of power
radiated in the divertor, with larger fractions significantly
enlarging the operating space.  This is because the auxiliary
power associated with the CD increases the total power that
must be handled by radiation to the first wall, direct particle
power to the divertor, and radiated power on the divertor and
baffle.  Overall, FIRE has a significant operating space for AT
plasmas with energy confinement already demonstrated in
experimental DIII-D AT plasmas, and this serves as the basis
for more detailed plasma simulations.

III. PLASMA EQUILIBRIUM AND STABILITY

Equilibrium and ideal MHD stability analyses are done to
determine what plasmas can be produced and what their
achievable β-limits are.  The JSOLVER[1] fixed boundary
flux coordinate equilibrium code is used with self-consistent
bootstrap current.  The BALLOON[2] and PEST2[3] codes are
used for n = ∞ and n = 1-3 stability calculations, respectively.
In addition, the VACUUM code is used to treat the presence
of the vacuum vessel and Cu conductors.

The plasma configurations all have reversed shear[4] current
and safety factor profiles.  It is found that the LHCD, which
defines the minimum in the safety factor, penetrates to r/a of
0.6-0.8 for typical FIRE temperatures and densities.
Equilibrium calculations are done using the current profiles
from RF analysis and the bootstrap current is calculated self-
consistently.  Both L-mode and H-mode edge conditions are
examined, with the H-mode providing additional bootstrap
current near the plasma edge due to the pedestal pressure
gradient.  

The FIRE vacuum vessel has a 1.5 cm thick copper cladding
adhered to it, along with the 2.5 cm thick copper passive
stabilizers for the vertical stability located above ports on the
outboard side and behind the inboard divertor.  These
conductors will slow the kink modes down and transform
them  into resistive wall modes.  FIRE will utilize active
feedback control of these resistive wall modes by placing
window coils on the ends of the various port plugs, bringing
them very close to the plasma.  This approach is based on the
theoretical studies[5] and experiments in HBT-EP and DIII-
D[6,7].  Stability calculations for n=1, 2, and 3 kink modes
are done assuming a superconducting wall on the outboard
side of the plasma, spanning poloidally from –90o to +90o

measured from the plasma major radius.  The location of the
actual wall is at 0.25 times the minor radius from the plasma
boundary on the outboard side, however there are ports on the
midplane which remove a considerable amount of the

conductor, so that the wall is approximated by shifting it to
0.35.  Shown in Figure 2 is the achievable βN both ignoring
the vacuum vessel and Cu cladding’s influence and including
it, with L-mode and H-mode edge assumptions.  The curve
labelled “no wall”  refers to no conductors outside the plasma.
The 3D electromagnetics code VALEN[7] is used to represent
the vacuum vessel and Cu conductors accurately and includes
the effects of feedback coils for stabilization of the n=1 RWM.
In this case, the feedback scheme involves placing feedback
window coils around the periphery of each/or every other
midplane port and accesses 80-90% of the n=1 ideal “with
wall” stability limit.  Further VALEN and PEST2 analysis
will refine the feedback coil design and determine the impact
of the n=2 and 3 modes in limiting access to the n=1 limit.
The access to the higher βN by RWM stabilization allows the
bootstrap current fraction to exceed 75%, and would provide
attractive examples of burning AT plasmas.

FIGURE 2.  Maximum βN values for the n=1-4 external kink modes both
with and without a wall at b/a = 1.35.

IV. RF CURRENT DRIVE ANALYSIS

Current drive calculations have been done for lower hybrid and
ICRF fast wave schemes. Electron cyclotron current drive is
being examined for stabilization of neoclassical tearing modes
at the lower fields of the AT plasmas.  Neutral beam injection
is not presently part of the current drive capability for FIRE,
however, it is still being considered for heating/current
drive/rotation due to its importance in present experiments for
MHD stability, transport, and diagnostics.  

Analysis of the ICRF fast wave current drive[8] was done for
the 2 strap antennas planned for ion heating, with frequency
range of 70-115 MHz and 20 MW installed power occupying
4 ports.  Both ray-tracing and full wave analyses were done
and shown to be in reasonable agreement.  Two issues were
found, 1) the launched spectrum only provided about 40% of
the power in the good current drive part of the spectrum, and



2) there could be significant ion absorption.  The second
problem was removed by expanding the frequency range to
lower frequencies (70 MHz) allowing up to 85% absorption on
electrons.  The first problem was examined two ways, by
increasing the number of straps to 4 in the existing ports,
which increased the CD efficiency by 50%, and expanding the
antennas between ports to create a more continuous antenna
with the fraction of power in the good part of the spectrum up
to 77%, nearly doubling the CD efficiency.  The base case
provides 150-200 kA of on-axis current for 20 MW injected,
and the spectrum improvements are being pursued to reduce
the power required.  Typically the AT plasmas require about
100-150 kA of current on-axis.

The lower hybrid current drive calculations were done with
LSC[9], ACCOME[10], and CURRAY[11].  The minimum
frequency was chosen to be above twice the maximum lower
hybrid frequency expected.  Values used in the analysis were
4.6 and 5.6 GHz, the former being that chosen for the Alcator
C-Mod launcher.  The parallel wave spectrum was chosen to
minimize mode conversion at low n||, while trying to get the
deepest penetration.  The spectrum is peaked at about n|| =
2.0.  The width of the spectrum was taken at 0.3, which was
also typical of that expected from the C-Mod design.  For a
peak density of 4.4x1020 /m3, a peak temperature of 15 keV,
peak to average density of 1.4, and toroidal field of 6.5 T,
ACCOME found a CD efficiency (n20RILH/PLH) of 0.16 A/W-
m2.  A CD efficiency of 0.25 A/W-m2 is found at 8.5 T.
Several spectrum variations were analyzed, as well as several
density and temperature variations.  The LH current deposition
can be seen in Figure 4.  The lower hybrid deposition does
reach the tail of the alpha particle birth profile, but only 1
MW out of 20 MW was absorbed.

The EC methods for current drive are difficult at FIRE
parameters, due to high density and toroidal field.  However,
at the lower fields of the AT, the 170 GHz development for
high power CW sources on ITER can be utilized.  FIRE must
use LFS launched O-mode at the fundamental, which at 170
GHz accesses R+a/4 at 6.5 T.  The electron plasma frequency
is greater than or equal to the cyclotron frequency over about
2/3 of the plasma minor radius, cutting off the EC waves,
further restricting access to the plasma.  The EC launchers
need to be located at the top/bottom of the ports to access the
regions where the waves can be absorbed.  The LFS
deposition will degrade CD efficiency due to trapped particles,
however, it was found[12] that the Ohkawa effect can drive
current on the LFS as efficiently as ECCD on the HFS.  For
FIRE, at 150 GHz with midplane launch, 10 kAwas driven for
5 MW of injected power, at 0.9-0.95, which is where the 5,2
and 3,1 islands are typically located.

The current and power requirements are projected based on
present experimental stabilization of saturated (3,2) islands on
ASDEX-U and DIII-D, along with the CD efficiency from the
EC calculations in ref.[12] for FIRE parameters.  The current
requirement scales like Ip*βN

2, which results in about 200 kA

being required to suppress an NTM in FIRE’s AT plasma.
This corresponds to about 100 MW of power, which is
excessive.  However, these modes can be stabilized before they
saturate, which requires 2-4 times less current and power,
since the current diffusion time in these plasmas is about 8 s.

The safety factor in FIRE AT plasmas will be above 2
everywhere, so that the (5,2) and (3,1) are the lowest order
islands that would appear.  There are not enough experiments
in this regime to determine whether these NTM’s appear or
degrade confinement significantly.  Launcher design, ray
propagation, and CD optimization is continuing.  

V. DYNAMIC EVOLUTION OF ADVANCED TOKAMAK
PLASMAS

The Tokamak Simulation Code[11] (TSC) is used to simulate
the discharge, with the LSC ray tracing package connected for
the lower hybrid current drive calculations.  The fast wave is
not calculated self-consistently, but modelled as a prescribed
profile and current drive efficiency.  The primary goal is to
establish quasi-stationary burning plasmas for the flattop,
where the current and safety factor profiles do not significantly
change.  Although inductive and non-inductive current drive
are used to ramp the plasma current up, the flattop plasma has
100% non-inductive current provided by the combination of
bootstrap, lower hybrid, and fast wave current.

The parameters for this simulation are Bt = 6.5 T, Ip = 4.5
MA, βN = 4.2, β = 4.7%, I(BS) = 3.5 MA, I(LH) = 0.82
MA, I(FW) = 0.18 MA, and Q≈5 with H98(y,2) = 1.7.  The
plasma current is ramped up over 10 s, and the flattop is 31 s
long.  Shown in Figures 3 and 4 are some time histories and
flattop profiles for this simulation.  A maximum of 20 MW
of ICRF power, to drive the small on-axis current and heat
ions, is injected during the rampup, and dropped to 7 MW in
the flattop.  The LH power increases to 25 MW during
rampup and remains there for the flattop.  This provides both
off-axis current drive and heating to electrons.  The density
relative to Greenwald density reaches 0.85, with the peak
density reaching 4.4x10^20 /m^3, and with a peak to average
density of 1.4.  The energy confinement time in flattop is 0.7
s, which is 1.7 times the ITER98(y,2) scaling.  The peak
electron temperature reaches 16 keV, while that for the ions is
14 keV, and the peak to average temperatures for both species
is 2.15.  About 19 V-s were used in the plasma current
rampup, which is about 46% of that required to ramp to the
full current inductively.  The flattop alpha power was 30 MW.
The radiation power loss was 15 MW.  The impurity is taken
to be 2% Be and 0.3% Ar, which resulted in a Zeff of 2.3 with
the He included.  The volume average He density was
1.82x10^19 /m^3.  The bootstrap current fraction is 77%,
with LH providing 19% and FW the remaining 4%.  The high
bootstrap fraction is due to a βN of 4.2 in combination with a
stronger density peaking than is typical of standard ELMy H-
modes.  Although pellet fueling might provide some peaking,
it is expected that the formation of an internal transport barrier
will provide more significant peaking.  Transport calculations



to predict the formations of an ITB are underway.  The density
peaking is also important for efficient LH current drive, whose
efficiency scales as T/n, by keeping the density lower in the
deposition region.

VI.  DISCUSSION
The FIRE burning plasma design is capable of producing a
wide range of AT plasma configurations, with Q≥5. Systems
analysis has identified viable operating points that reach 1-5
current diffusion times and βN values of 3.0-4.5, that remain
within the engineering limits of the device.   Equilibrium and
ideal MHD stability analysis show that high β and high
bootstrap current fractions are accessible with stabilization of
the n=1 RWM.  The RF current drive analysis has
demonstrated that FWCD and LHCD are viable noninductive
current sources for FIRE’s plasma parameters. The study of
ECCD stabilization of NTM’s will continue.  The dynamic
simulations have demonstrated that a combination of
inductive and noninductive current drive can rampup the
plasma current, resulting in a fully noninductive quasi-
stationary flattop plasma in timescales that are provided by the
cryogenic copper TF/PF coils and nuclear heating in FIRE.
The PF coils provide the entire defined operating space: 0.35
≤ li(3) ≤ 0.6, 2.5 ≤ βN ≤ 5.0, 7.5 ≤ ψ(Wb) ≤ 17.5, with Ip ≤
5.0 MA, without exceeding stress and thermal limits, up to
flattop times of 40 s.
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FIGURE 3. Time histories from the TSC-LSC AT simulation, of the various
contributions to the plasma current and the powers injected into the plasma.  

FIGURE 4. The parallel current density profile from the TSC-LSC AT
simulation during flattop, showing the LH, FW, and bootstrap current
profiles.  The resulting safety factor profile is also shown.
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